Bangalore city included Kempegowda Towers in 1630 A.D.
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Bangalore Fort in 1791
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At the time of Bangalore Captured by Lord Corn Wallies, 1791, during 3rd Anglo Mysore War
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Bangalore Town Planning in 1850 A.D.
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Bangalore City, 1897
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Bangalore City, 1935

Industrial development in Bangalore City from 1940-1980
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Bangalore City Map

Bangalore City Major Roads, other roads, railways and lakes in 2001

Temporal (1973-2007) changes in number of waterbodies in Greater Bangalore
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Cascading Lake series of Bangalore (Source: Lake Development Authority)
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Map depicts Development Characteristic over Bangalore with the erstwhile City Corporation limits, Greater Bangalore region and Bangalore Metropolitan area and noting some of the prominent industrial areas.
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Location of Greater Bangalore
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CONSTRUCTION OF TWO LEVEL GRADE SEPARATOR WITH IMPROVEMENTS TO JUNCTION AT THE INTERSECTION OF OUTER RING ROAD AND BANGALORE MYSORE ROAD NEAR NAYANDAHALLI
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The plight of urban poor in Jayanagar 9th Block [Photo: BMP]
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